
UKS2 60-Second Reads: Easter Activity Pack
This pack contains four short, engaging texts and corresponding questions on the  
theme of Easter.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5 Reading Comprehension

UKS2 Great British Inventors: Alan Turing 
Differentiated Reading Comprehension Activity
Encourage your child to learn all about the great British inventor Alan Turing using 
these exciting texts and corresponding questions.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5 Reading Comprehension

Weekly Learning Activities Week 3
Age 9-10

Reading

Charles Dickens KS2 Facts PowerPoint
Discover amazing facts about the famous author Charles Dickens, including the 
books he wrote and the type of vocabulary he used.
Curriculum Aim: Year 5 Reading: Increasing Their Familiarity with a Wide Range of Books

Easter  
Egg-stravaganza!

Quick Questions

1. How many chocolate eggs are sold in Britain 

each year? 

                                                             
                      

2. Why might some countries still give hen eggs 

rather than chocolate eggs? 

                                            
                                          

                                            
                                          

3. ‘… they would be ten times higher than Mount 

Everest!’ Explain why the author makes this 

comparison.   

                                                         
                                                      

                                                                            
                                                                          

                                            
                                            

 
 

4. Sum up the key information from the text in 20 

words or less. 

 
 

 
 

 

Chocolate eggs have become a symbol of Easter  

around the world for children and adults alike, with 

eighty million chocolate eggs sold each year in Britain 

alone. In fact, if you stood all of the fondant-filled  

eggs that are made in the UK each year on top of each 

other, they would be ten times higher than Mount Everest! 

The tradition of giving eggs at Easter can be traced  

back to cultures such as the Romans, Greeks and  

Egyptians, who saw the egg as a symbol of life. In 

medieval times, hen eggs were boiled with onions to 

give them a golden colour before being given as Easter 

gifts. Some countries still give hen eggs rather than  

their chocolate equivalent.
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down what changes had been made, German soldiers could still read the original 

message, even though what they had received did not appear to make any sense.

However, a machine called the Enigma had been invented by Polish codebreakers 

during the First World War. In 1939, the Polish codebreakers shared their 

machine with British and French codebreakers so that they could learn the 

Germans’ secrets and outsmart them in the war. The Enigma machine tried to 

change the Germans’ codes back into the original message that was sent. 

Alan and a team of codebreakers tried to use the Enigma machine to break the 

German code. Within weeks of starting work at Bletchley Park, Alan had created 

a new machine called ‘the bombe’. Alan’s machine was far better at cracking 

codes than the Enigma machine had been. His new machine became one of the 

most important tools used to read German messages and it played a huge part 

in ending the Second World War.For his services during the war, Alan was awarded an OBE (Officer of the Order 

of the British Empire) by King George VI in 1946.

Alan Turing

Glossary
Albert Einstein: A scientist and philosopher who is credited with making 

some of the greatest scientific discoveries in recent history.
boarding school: A school at which the students also live, as well as learn.

stately home: A large and impressive house that is or was lived in by a 

rich family.
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Alan Turing was an English scientist, mathematician and codebreaker. He is 

best known for his important role in cracking German codes during the Second 

World War.

Early Life

Alan was born on 23rd June, 1912 in London. His father, Julius, worked for the 

Indian Civil Service and his mother, Ethel, was the daughter of the chief engineer 

of the Madras Railway in southern India. Julius and Ethel spent a lot of time 

travelling between their homes in Hastings, in England, and India. Because they 

wanted their children to be raised in Britain, Julius and Ethel decided that Alan 

and his older brother John would not travel to India with them. Instead, while 

their parents were in India, the boys would stay with friends of the family in 

England.

Childhood Genius

From a very early age, it was clear that Alan was very clever. Stories about 

Alan’s childhood show a boy who enjoyed puzzles and challenges. One story 

tells that Alan tracked the path of flying bees so that he could find their hive 

and get honey for his family. 

At the age of 13, Alan joined Sherborne School – a boarding school in the 

county of Dorset. It was while at Sherborne School that Alan’s excellence in 

mathematics and science became clear. He was able to solve problems and 

understand ideas far harder than a child of his age usually could. At only 16 

years of age, Alan was able to understand the work of Albert Einstein.

Bletchley Park 

Alan was 27 years old at the start of the 

Second World War, and had been working part 

time at Bletchley Park. He worked there with 

the Government Code and Cypher School. 

Bletchley Park was a stately home at which 

all codebreakers worked during the war. 

The German army believed that changing their 

messages into code would stop their enemies 

from reading them. The Germans used a clever 

system which involved replacing one letter 

with another lots of times. By writing 

Alan Turing 
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Year 5 Reading Assessments Pack
Support your child with developing their reading comprehension skills using this  
brilliant pack of short texts and corresponding questions.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5 Reading Comprehension

 

total for this page

total marks

22

Year 5 Reading Assessment Fiction

Questions 1 to 15 are about ‘Orpheus and Eurydice (A Tragic Love Story)’

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1.  The story is mainly told from the perspective of…

2.  At the start of the extract, Orpheus is a…

3.  Eurydice saw a shepherd who was… 

4. When Aristaeus first saw Eurydice, he was…

5.  In the first paragraph it says, ‘It was so powerful that it could turn evil men good and tame 

even the most wild of beasts.’ How do these comparisons help the reader to understand the powers the lyre had?

 Circle the correct option to complete each sentence below.
Eurydice

god

walking

frightened

Aristaeus

shepherd

shearing 

in love

Hades

musician

working 

amazed

Orpheus

hero

sleeping

angry

First Name

Middle Name

Last Name

Date of Birth
Day

Month
Year

School Name

DfE Number

Year 5 Reading Assessment  

Orpheus and Eurydice (A Tragic 

Love Story) Answer Booklet

English
KS2

2016

UKS2 Alan Turing Is Face of £50 Note Daily News 
Resource Pack
This engaging pack includes an exciting news story about Alan Turing alonside 
corresponding comprehension questions.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5 Reading Comprehension

Notable

A new face will be appearing on the £50 polymer 

note. The Bank of England announced that 

computing pioneer Alan Turing will appear as its 

new face. 
The Bank said that it wished to recognise the 

mathematician’s achievement as ‘the father of 

computer science’. The new polymer note includes a 

mathematical formula, Turings’ birthdate in a code 

and a drawing of a machine he developed called 

the Bombe. 
The Bank wanted to honour people from the 

field of science. Turing’s name was chosen from 

a shortlist that included Stephen Hawking and 

Rosalind Franklin. 

Turing played a pivotal role in the Second World 

War. During the war, he worked at Bletchley Park, 

Buckinghamshire, to crack encrypted German 

messages. This helped to bring the Second World 

War to an end.
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Quick Questions

1. Find and copy a verb in the third paragraph 

that means ‘to respect’. 

 

2. Find a phrase the author uses in the 

introduction to show they admire 

Alan Turing. 

 

3. Why do you think the design of the note 

included a code and a formula? Explain 

your answer. 

 

 
 

 

4. Summarise the story in 20 words or fewer. 
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UKS2 The Mystery of the Eggsplosive Easter Eggs  
SPaG Problem-Solving Game
This exciting resource will encourage your child to be a detective while practising  
vital SPaG skills.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5 SPaG

Writing/ 
SPaGWeekly Learning Activities Week 3

Age 9-10

KS2 Myths and Legends Story Writing Resource Pack
Inspire your child to write their own myth or legend story using this colourful and 
exciting resource pack.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5 Writing Composition

The Workers’ Descriptions
Worker’s 
Name

Male or 
Female

Favourite 
Snack

Type of Shoes
Aisle

Wears 
Glasses?

Eamon M chocolates trainers
freezers

Y

Earle M
biscuits smart shoes fruit and vegetables N

Easton M
crisps trainers

tinned foods
Y

Eben
M

cake
trainers

freezers
N

Ebony F chocolates trainers
freezers

N

Eddie M chocolates smart shoes tinned foods
Y

Edeline F
biscuits trainers fruit and vegetables Y

Eden
F

crisps trainers
tinned foods

N

Edison M
cake

trainers
freezers

N

Edith
F

cake
trainers

freezers
Y

Edmond M
biscuits smart shoes fruit and vegetables N

Effie
F chocolates trainers

tinned foods
N

Egon
M

biscuits smart shoes
freezers

Y

Eion
M

crisps smart shoes fruit and vegetables Y

Eirlys F chocolates smart shoes tinned foods
N

Elaine F
cake smart shoes fruit and vegetables Y

Elgar M
crisps trainers fruit and vegetables N

Elijah M
crisps smart shoes tinned foods

Y

Ellora F chocolates trainers
freezers

N

Emma F
cake

trainers
tinned foods

Y

Emmet M
biscuits smart shoes fruit and vegetables Y

Emmylou F
biscuits trainers

tinned foods
Y

Enid
F

crisps smart shoes
freezers

N

Enzo
M

cake
trainers fruit and vegetables N

Era
F chocolates trainers

freezers
Y

Ermintrude F
cake smart shoes

freezers
Y

Ernest M
biscuits smart shoes fruit and vegetables N

Everett M
biscuits smart shoes tinned foods

N

Evie
F

crisps smart shoes fruit and vegetables Y

Ezma
F

biscuits smart shoes tinned foods
Y

The culprit was                                                            

The Mystery of the Eggsplosive  Easter Eggs Problem
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The Mystery of the Eggsplosive 

Easter Eggs Problem

Instructions

It’s nearly Easter and an eggstraordinary event has occurred. All of the chocolate eggs 

on the shelves of the local supermarket have eggsploded! Why would someone do this to 

the Easter eggs? The culprit needs to be found and new eggs need to be made so that the 

celebrations can continue.

As the Detective Chief Inspector, it is your job to find out who eggsploded the eggs. Your 

officers have taken down the names and descriptions of the 30 people who were working 

in the supermarket today.

There are also five top secret clues that have been left. To crack the case, you will need to 

solve each clue and check the information with the list of names.

Good luck!
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a land far 
away

ancient city

angel

another world

beginning of 
time

cloud

creature

deity

demon

dragon

Earth

goddesses

gods

heavens

hero

heroine

immortal

kingdom

monster

mortal

nymph

underworld

Myth and Legend Story Writing
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KS2 Using Dialogue Examples to Develop Characters 
Resource Pack
Use this fantatstic resource pack to support your child with developing characters in 
their writing through the use of dialogue.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5 Writing Composition: Using Dialogue to Develop Characters

UKS2 Spring Fix the Sentence Activity Mat Pack
Encourage your child to consolidate their knowledge of SPaG by helping Mr Whoops 
to correct a variety of spring-themed sentences.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5 Writing Transcription: Proof-reading and Editing

last weak gavin tried to persswade me too go on a Welly Walk in the woulds

                                   
                                   

                                   
    

                                   
                                   

                                   
    

can You sea the “blosom caskading” form the Tree aksed aida?

                                   
                                   

                                   
    

                                   
                                   

                                   
    

Daffodils bloom in oranjis wites yeloes and sometims even Pinks?

                                   
                                   

                                   
    

                                   
                                   

                                   
    

Can you help Mr Whoops to fix these sentences?

Activity Mat 1

Fix the Sentence 
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KS2 Direct and Indirect Speech PowerPoint
Teach your child the difference between direct and indirect speech using this engaging  
and informative PowerPoint.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5 Writing Composition: Direct and Indirect Speech

Printable or Use On-Screen

Printable or Use On-Screen

Printer Required

Printable or Use On-Screen

No Printer, No Problem
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MathsWeekly Learning Activities Week 3
Age 9-10

UKS2 Summer Addition Mosaic Differentiated 
Worksheets
Practise mentally adding larger numbers with these fun colouring sheets.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5: Mental Addition

Summer Addition Mosaic Answer

521 500 + 
67 500 = 
589 000

325 000 + 
315 938 = 
640 938

529 450 + 
101 350 = 
630 800

543 321 + 
104 435 = 
647 756

601 505 + 
123 500 = 
725 005

702 204 + 
145 503 = 
847 707

499 915 + 
100 999 = 
600 914

299 999 + 
299 999 = 
599 998

300 550 + 
300 250 = 
600 800

541 294 + 
102 495 = 
643 789

533 287 + 
112 003 = 
645 290

300 010 + 
290 010 = 
590 020

 285 000 + 
285 000 = 
570 000

529 500 + 
176 250 = 
705 750

650 104 + 
189 048 = 
839 152

350 000 + 
350 000 = 
700 000

723 550 + 
115 430 = 
838 980

498 900 + 
126 758 = 
625 658

333 333 + 
233 333 = 
566 666

326 850 + 
238 105 = 
564 955

278 100 + 
275 900 = 
554 000

345 678 + 
255 129 = 
600 807

595 900 + 
120 100 = 
716 000

449 999 + 
349 999 = 
799 998

350 000 + 
350 000 = 
700 000

489 999 + 
300 988 = 
790 987

489 905 + 
256 124 = 
746 029

710 483 + 
138 948 = 
849 431

480 850 + 
142 250 = 
623 100

475 500 + 
125 525 = 
601 025

360 950 + 
210 999 = 
571 949

600 105 + 
143 289 = 
743 394

425 000 + 
425 000 = 
850 000

499 999 + 
199 999 = 
699 998

449 999 + 
349 999 = 
799 998

375 014 + 
372 819 = 
747 833

559 567 + 
203 389 = 
762 956

601 505 + 
123 500 = 
725 005

658 955 + 
167 105 = 
826 060

490 910 + 
112 076 = 
602 986

587 255 + 
101 393 = 
688 648

425 250 + 
375 750 = 
801 000

480 570 + 
189 900 = 
670 470

 450 000 + 
350 000 = 
800 000

398 988 + 
301 988 = 
700 976

521 194 + 
325 588 = 
846 782

326 000 + 
325 000 = 
651 000

650 104 + 
189 048 = 
839 152

595 900 + 
120 100 = 
716 000

638 492 + 
150 000 = 
788 492

295 500 + 
275 500 = 
571 000

487 955 + 
85 010 = 
572 965

290 093 + 
290 000 = 
580 093

416 754 + 
187 864 = 
604 618

293.04 + 
517.59 = 
810.63

348.14 + 
364.57 = 
712.71

501 204 + 
124 764 = 
625 968

541 294 + 
102 495 = 
643 789

325 000 + 
315 938 = 
640 938

278 100 + 
275 900 = 
554 000

543 293 + 
39 990 = 
583 283

340 210 + 
301 150 = 
641 360

389 000 + 
289 000 = 
678 000

401 679 + 
201 001 = 
602 680

3987.59 + 
492.78 = 
4480.37

26.314 + 
15.98 = 
42.294

510 830 + 
135 390 = 
646 220

326 850 + 
238 105 = 
564 955

300 010 + 
290 010 = 
590 020

360 950 + 
210 999 = 
571 949

799 999 + 
299 999 = 
1 099 998

427 000 + 
424 000 = 
851 000

755 555 + 
100 555 = 
856 110

790 450 + 
199 950 = 
990 400

3549.92 + 
3234.54 = 
6784.46

2.7 + 3.014 
= 5.714

801 150 + 
200 000 = 
1 001 150

745 205 + 
250 125 = 
995 330

789 999 + 
125 500 = 
915 499

635 000 + 
435 000 = 
1 070 000

798 500 + 
200 000 = 
998 500

836 483 + 
293 483 = 
1 129 966

500 102 + 
499 390 = 
999 492

450 002 + 
449 395 = 
899 397

8323.13 + 
3728.94 = 
12 052.07

27.304 + 
17.356 = 
44.66

659 492 + 
305 962 = 
965 454

735 535 + 
298 100 = 
1 033 635

438 000 + 
432 000 = 
870 000

499 999 + 
499 999 = 
999 998

635 000 + 
335 506 = 
970 506

760 540 + 
340 460 = 
1 101 000

725 750 + 
275 250 = 
1 001 000

865 304 + 
199 999 = 
1 065 303

971.977 + 
852.39 = 

1824.367

297.87 + 
517.59 = 
815.46

755 555 + 
100 555 = 
856 110

790 450 + 
199 950 = 
990 400

500 102 + 
499 390 = 
999 492

450 002 + 
449 395 = 
899 397

Addition using decimals and large numbers

Solve the maths problems to reveal the hidden picture. You must write the answer within 

each box. Each answer has a special colour:
brown - 549 999 and belowblue - 550 000 – 650 000orange - 650 001 – 750 000

green - 750 001 – 850 000yellow - answers over 850 001

Summer Addition Mosaic

10 999 + 

9999 = 

10 000 + 

1000 = 

10 004 + 

1006 = 

10 018 + 

1003 = 

10 305 + 

1090 = 

10 090 + 

1090 = 

10 060 + 

2394 = 

10 005 + 

3467 = 

10 111 + 

4754 = 

10 500 + 

6700 = 

11 777 + 

7777 = 

12 989 + 

1234 = 

24 999 + 

24 999 = 

20 000 + 

15 000 = 

15 000 + 

8800 = 

17 832 + 

5823 = 

20 000 + 

13 395 = 

20 356 + 

10 394 = 

19 293 + 

6204 = 

18 392 + 

8473 =

21 112 + 

8888 = 

14 394 + 

3859 = 

21 059 + 

11 505 = 

22 394 + 

12 405 = 

23 594 + 

13 049 = 

24 873 + 

21 938 = 

23 471 + 

21 957 = 

25 000 + 

25 000 = 

11 999 + 

6999 = 

21 112 + 

8888 = 

14 394 + 

3859 = 

13 984 + 

7839 = 

15 999 + 

8654 = 

15 002 + 

14 999 = 

80 000 + 

20 000 = 

40 500 + 

40 250 = 

16 039 + 

14 943 = 

16 707 + 

7600 = 

19 911 + 

8010 = 

25 392 + 

4608 = 

24 445 + 

5555 = 

17 945 + 

5556 = 

18 392 + 

3956 = 

17 295 + 

13 984 = 

47 928 + 

46 999 = 

57 750 + 

44 999 = 

19 999 + 

10 006 = 

19 903 + 

4999 = 

16 450 + 

13 550 = 

14 394 + 

13 203= 

11 987 + 

11 965 = 

13 333 + 

12 444= 

21 059 + 

11 505 = 

22 394 + 

12 405 = 

23 594 + 

13 049 = 

24 873 + 

21 938 = 

23 471 + 

21 957 = 

25 000 + 

25 000 = 

15 690 + 

10 305 = 

11 987 + 

11 965 = 

17 890 + 

11 550 = 

30 500 + 

26 900 = 

20 000 + 

13 395 = 

20 356 + 

10 394 = 

29 900 + 

28 059 = 

30 205 + 

29 302 = 

24 999 + 

24 999 = 

20 000 + 

15 000 = 

30 366 + 

30 277 = 

18 590 + 

10 660 = 

21 112 + 

8888 = 

14 394 + 

3859 = 

30 001 + 

26 999 = 

25 500 + 

4500 = 

34 032 + 

31 983 = 

36 293 + 

23 506 = 

18 999 + 

10 999 = 

52 393 + 

22 989 = 

19 293 + 

6204 = 

18 392 + 

8473 = 

10 305 + 

1090 = 

21 112 + 

8888 = 

13 984 + 

7839 = 

32 500 + 

32 500 = 

54 999 + 

24 999 = 

54 999 + 

25 001 = 

53 185 + 

26 415 = 

10 005 + 

3467 = 

10 111 + 

4754 = 

10 500 + 

6700 = 

15 000 + 

8800 = 

25 392 + 

4608 = 

17 945 + 

5556 = 

19 903 + 

4999 = 

55 000 + 

25 000 = 

44 029 + 

34 068 = 

10 999 + 

9999 = 

10 000 + 

1000 = 

10 004 + 

1006 = 

10 018 + 

1003 = 

Addition using 4-digit and 5-digit numbers

Solve the maths problems to reveal the hidden picture. You must write the answer within 

each box. Each answer has a special colour:

blue - 10 000 - 30 000

yellow - 30 001 - 55 000

green - 55 001 - 80 000

brown - 80 001 - 105 000

Converting Time Units Fortune Teller Template
Create this brilliant time fortune teller to practise converting units of time.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5: Time

Converting Time UnitsFortune Teller
Instructions

With pictures face down, 
fold on both diagonal 

lines. Unfold.

1

Turn paper 
over.

3

Fold paper 
in half and 
unfold.

5

Slide thumbs and forefingers under the squares 
and move the fortune teller back and forth to play. 

7

Fold all four corners to 
the centre.

2

Once again, fold all 
corners to 
the centre.

4

Fold in half 
from top to 
bottom. Do 
not unfold.

6
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Place Value Within 1 000 000 Multiple Choice 
Quick Quiz
Play this fun game to practise place value knowledge.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5: Place Value

Year 5 Easter Calculations Maths Prompt Cards
Use these spring-themed challenge cards to explore how to answer calculations 
with missing digits.

Curriculum Aim: Year 5: Calculating

8 2+ 7
7 1 4 1

6 7− 8 4
2 6 2

The Easter Bunny is hiding some of the digits in this column addition. 

Work out the missing digits. 

Talk about the methods you can use to solve the problem.

Talk about the methods you can use to solve the problem.

Easter Maths Calculations
The chocolate eggs are hiding some of the digits in this column subtraction.

Work out the missing digits. 

twinkl.com
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Easter Maths Calculations

26376 + = 154078

× 9 = 252

÷ 6 = 808

Easter Maths Calculations

The hot cross buns are hiding different parts of the calculations.

Use inverse operations to work out the missing parts.

What methods did you use for the inverse operations?

Did you use mental methods or formal written methods?

Easter Maths Calculations

Each egg represents a digit. The same egg represents the same digit. 

Find the value of the both eggs.  

Talk about what you need to know so you can solve the problem.

+
= 138

twinkl.com
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Animal-Themed 3D Shape Nets
Explore 3D shapes and their nets by making these cute animals!

Curriculum Aim: Year 5: 3D Shapes

Printable or Use On-Screen

Printer Required

Printer Required

Printer Required

No Printer, No Problem
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ScienceWeekly Learning Activities Week 3
Age 9-10

Complete Metamorphosis Insect Life Cycle
These handy worksheets give your children the opportunity to show how much 
they've learned about this topic.

Curriculum Aim: Describe the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an 
amphibian, an insect and a bird.

The Insect Life Cycle

...and it metamorphoses
 (changes) into the adult.

Eggs are laid by the  
female insect. 

The pupa is usually where a hard case is  

formed around the larva...

The egg hatches into a larva. 
This varies depending on species. 

Common forms are caterpillars, 
maggots, grubs. 

The adult breaks out of the 
pupa, matures and lays eggs.

larvapupa

1

2

3
4

5

adult egg

adult
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The Insect Life Cycle
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This varies depending on species. 

Common forms are caterpillars, 
maggots, grubs. 

The adult breaks out of the 
pupa, matures and lays eggs.
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Woodland Interactive Wordsearch
Use our interactive wordsearch to look for key words about woodland habitats.

Curriculum Aim: Observe life-cycle changes in a variety of living things, for example,  
plants in the vegetable garden or flower border, and animals in the local environment.

Animal Habitat Differentiated Fact File Worksheets
Use this fantastic worksheet to get your children recording key facts about an animal 
and the habitat they live in. Perfect for your science teaching about living things and their 
habitats or animal topic!

Curriculum Aim: Describe the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an 
amphibian, an insect and a bird.

Habitat Fact File Activity
Animal name:                                                                                                              

Habitat:

Picture or Photo
Draw something interesting about this animal.

Eats:

meat
plants

both

Habitat Fact File Activity

Animal:  

Name:                   
                    

                    
                    

                    
           

Habitat:

Picture or Photo
Interesting Facts

Types:

carnivore
herbivore

omnivore

mammal bird amphibian reptile fish

Food it eats:                   
                    

                    
                    

                    
    

rainforest
ocean/beach

desert

arctic
mountains

river

field
woods

grasslands
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Living Things and Their Habitats Home Learning Tasks
Research the life cycles of different animals and play the fun game afterwards.

Curriculum Aim: Describe the life process of reproduction in some plants and animals.

Life Cycles Research

Science | Year 5 | Living Things and Their Habitats | Life Cycles Research

Choose an animal and find out about its life cycle. Think about how many stages its life cycle 

has, and split up the circle below so that it has a section for each stage of the life cycle. Draw 

and describe each stage.
Name of animal:
Type of animal (mammal, amphibian...):

Life Cycles Research

Science | Year 5 | Living Things and Their Habitats | Life Cycles Research

Choose an animal and find out about its life cycle. Think about how many stages its life cycle 

has, and split up the circle below so that it has a section for each stage of the life cycle. Draw 

and describe each stage.

Name of animal:

Type of animal (mammal, amphibian...):

Science Knowledge Organiser: Living Things and Their 
Habitats Year 5
Use this Knowledge Organiser to help children learn and understand all of the key 
vocabulary associated with the year 5 topic of Living Things and Their Habitats.

Curriculum Aim: Describe the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an 
amphibian, an insect and a bird.

Living Things and Their Habitats 
Year 5

View more Living Things and Their Habitats planning resources.

Key Vocabulary

asexual 
reproduction

One parent is needed to create an 

offspring, which is an exact copy 

of the parent.

fertilise
The action of fusing the male 

and female sex cells in order to 

develop an egg. 

gestation
The length of a pregnancy.

life cycle

The journey of changes that 

take place throughout the life of 

a living thing including birth, 

growing up and reproduction.

metamorphosis
An abrupt and obvious change in 

the structure of an animal’s body 

and their behaviour.

pollination
The transfer of pollen to a stigma 

to allow fertilisation. 

reproduction
The process of new living things 

being made.

sexual 
reproduction

Two parents are needed to make 

offspring which are similar but 

not identical to either parent.

Humans develop inside their 

mothers and are dependent on their 

parents for many years until they are 

old enough to look after themselves.

Amphibians such as frogs are laid in 

eggs then, once hatched, go through 

many changes until they become 

an adult.  

Some animals, such as butterflies, 

go through metamorphosis to 

become an adult.

Birds are hatched from eggs and are 

looked after by their parents until they 

are able to live independently. 
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Living Things and Their Habitats 
Year 5

View more Living Things and Their Habitats planning resources.

Key Vocabulary

asexual 
reproduction

One parent is needed to create an 

offspring, which is an exact copy 

of the parent.

fertilise
The action of fusing the male 

and female sex cells in order to 

develop an egg. 

gestation
The length of a pregnancy.

life cycle

The journey of changes that 

take place throughout the life of 

a living thing including birth, 

growing up and reproduction.

metamorphosis
An abrupt and obvious change in 

the structure of an animal’s body 

and their behaviour.

pollination
The transfer of pollen to a stigma 

to allow fertilisation. 

reproduction
The process of new living things 

being made.

sexual 
reproduction

Two parents are needed to make 

offspring which are similar but 

not identical to either parent.

Humans develop inside their 

mothers and are dependent on their 

parents for many years until they are 

old enough to look after themselves.

Amphibians such as frogs are laid in 

eggs then, once hatched, go through 

many changes until they become 

an adult.  

Some animals, such as butterflies, 

go through metamorphosis to 

become an adult.

Birds are hatched from eggs and are 

looked after by their parents until they 

are able to live independently. 
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Climate Zones PowerPoint
Use this interactive PowerPoint to learn all about the different climate zones and  
where they are around the world.

Curriculum Aim: Understand and describe different climate zones around the world.

First Conversations in Spanish Comic Strips
Learn how to talk to others in Spanish with comic strip activity about having first 
conversations.

Curriculum Aim: To learn a modern foreigh language.
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First Conversations in Spanish

Use these phrases to construct conversations for the characters in the comic strips, then ask 

someone to act out the conversations with you.

English Spanish
Notes

Hello!
¡Hola!

Used as a general greeting. ‘H’ is always silent in 

Spanish, when it stands alone, (except when it’s next 

to ch), so the word is pronounced Ola. Exclamations 

in Spanish begin with an inverted exclamation mark 

and end with a standard English exclamation mark.

Welcome Bienvenido
This changes to Bienvenidos if more than one person 

is being welcomed.

How are you? ¿Cómo estás?
Questions in Spanish begin with an inverted question 

mark and end with a standard English question mark 

so that questions can be identified in long sentences.

Fine thank you, 

and you?

Bien gracias, ¿y 

tú?

The inverted question mark shows where the actual 

question begins.

What is your 

name? 
¿Cómo te llamas? Read ‘ll’ as a ‘y’ sound.

My name is… Mi nombre es… Insert a name!

Where are you 

from?
¿De dónde eres?

I’m from…. Soy de… Insert a place or country name.

Good morning Buenos dias

Good night Buenas noches

Goodbye
Adios

See you later Hasta la vista Again ‘H’ is silent so this is pronounced Asta la vista.

See you tomorrow Hasta mañana
‘ñ’ is pronounced ‘ny’ so this is read as Asta man-

yana.

Have a nice day!
¡Que pase un 

buen día!

Do you speak 

Spanish? 
¿Hablas español? Ablas espan-yol?

Yes, a little
Sí, un poco

Excuse me! ¡Perdón!
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KS2 Ancient Egyptian Art Activity
Make your own piece of Egyptian art with just a few materials.

Curriculum Aim: To learn about ancient civilisations

Silhouette Art Pyramid PaintingThe pyramids of ancient Egypt have certainly stood the test of time and they still inspire people 

to visit Egypt.
Create some amazing silhouette art with this painting activity using colour blending and 

silhouettes.
What you need:1. Paint and water
2. Brushes
3. Thick white paper
4. Black paper for the silhouette5. Scissors

What to do:
1. Choose the colours you want for a background. A sunrise or sunset theme would create a 

striking image so yellow, orange or red would be the most appropriate colours.

2. Mix the colours you’ve chosen for your background.
3. You could experiment with different shades of the same colour for a striking effect. Use 

water to blend the brushstrokes.4. Cover the whole sheet of white paper.5. While the paint dries, it is time to turn your attention to the silhouette.

6. Choose an ancient Egyptian object as your inspiration. The pyramids are one of the most 

recognisable landmarks of ancient Egypt. 7. Rehearse sketching the outline before transferring the outline to the black paper.

8. Cut out the outline you have made and stick it on the painted background.
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Silhouette Art 
Pyramid Painting

The pyramids of ancient Egypt have certainly stood the test of time and they still inspire people 

to visit Egypt.

Create some amazing silhouette art with this painting activity using colour blending and 

silhouettes.

What you need:

1. Paint and water

2. Brushes

3. Thick white paper

4. Black paper for the silhouette

5. Scissors

What to do:

1. Choose the colours you want for a background. A sunrise or sunset theme would create a 

striking image so yellow, orange or red would be the most appropriate colours.

2. Mix the colours you’ve chosen for your background.

3. You could experiment with different shades of the same colour for a striking effect. Use 

water to blend the brushstrokes.

4. Cover the whole sheet of white paper.

5. While the paint dries, it is tim
e to turn your attention to the silhouette.

6. Choose an ancient Egyptian object as your inspiration. The pyramids are one of the most 

recognisable landmarks of ancient Egypt. 

7. Rehearse sketching the outline before transferring the outline to the black paper.

8. Cut out the outline you have made and stick it on the painted background.
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Topic Fun

Printable or Use On Screen

Weekly Learning Activities Week 3
Age 9-10

All About Elvis Presley PowerPoint
Learn all about singer, Elvis Presley who was also known as The King.

Curriculum Aim: Learn about significant people in history and their contribution to  
the wider world.

Google Maps Open Ended Challenge Cards
A great fun activity that utilises Google Earth to go on a worldwide treasure hunt.

Curriculum Aim: Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe and 
North and South America, concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical 
and human characteristics, countries, and major cities

twinkl.com
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Google Maps 
Challenge Cards

Google Maps Challenge Cards 

Google Maps Challenge Cards 

Google Maps Challenge Cards 

1. Find the Taj Mahal and virtually walk around 

it. What are some adjectives that you would use to 

describe this place? 

2. Explore the Eiffel Tower and see 

if you can find and translate some 

words from French into English.

3. Find Mount Everest and explore zooming in and 

out. How far away can you get and still see the 

mountain?  

twinkl.com
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Google Maps 
Challenge Cards

Google Maps Challenge Cards 

Google Maps Challenge Cards 

Google Maps Challenge Cards 

1. Find the Taj Mahal and virtually walk around 

it. What are some adjectives that you would use to 

describe this place? 

2. Explore the Eiffel Tower and see 

if you can find and translate some 

words from French into English.

3. Find Mount Everest and explore zooming in and 

out. How far away can you get and still see the 

mountain?  
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Female Engineers Self-Marking Reading 
Comprehension Activity
A self-marking reading comprehension based on the life and work of five female 
engineers.

Curriculum Aim: Develop a range of comprehension skills in order to understand a 
range of different texts.

Weekly Learning Activities Week 3
Age 9-10

Useful Interactive  
Go! Games

European Countries Interactive Word Search
A fun self-checking word search to find European countries.

Curriculum Aim: Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe and 
North and South America, concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical 
and human characteristics, countries, and major cities.

European Capital Cities Multiple Choice Quiz
A fun online quiz with answers to learn about capital cities of European countries.

Curriculum Aim: Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe and  
North and South America, concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical  
and human characteristics, countries, and major cities.
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